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QUESTION 1

A bank wants to send a series of emails to customers who open a new savings account. The first email is sent
immediately after the account is opened to confirm the action. The second email is sent one day after the account is
opened. The third email is sent five days after the account is opened only if the customer has not made a new deposit.
The final email is sent ten days after the account has been opened and the customer still has not made a deposit, or
eight days after the customer opened the account and made a deposit, but has not opened any emails. The data is
stored in two data extensions. The bank has two versions of each email: English and Spanish. The bank wants to
automate sending the emails. Which process could the bank use? 

A. Use Query Activities 

B. Use Drag and Drop Segmentation to create data filters 

C. Create a data relationship and a Measure, use Drag and Drop Segmentation to create data filters, and use Filter
activities 

D. Use Drag and Drop Segmentation to create data filters, and the use Filter activities 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 2

Which feature can segment on behavioral data? 

A. Data Filter 

B. Data Extension 

C. Import Activity 

D. Tracking 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following segmentation tools can be used for both lists and data extensions? 

A. Data Filters 

B. Query Activities 

C. Groups 

D. Measures 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

A national public university distributed a newsletter to alumni, students, faculty, and prospective students. The
university\\'s marketing team wants to see the results of the email campaign. Which two items of information and data
about the performance of an individual send can be exported from Tracking in Email Studio? Choose 2 answers 

A. Subscribers who click on a specific link 

B. Performance data on the Overview tab 

C. Number of clicks from mobile devices 

D. Images showing how the email rendered on different devices 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 5

A marketer is using an import activity on a nightly basis to import subscriber data into a data extension. What is a true
statement about the import activity? (Choose 3) 

A. An import activity can be executed manually 

B. The import activity is under Subscribers in the Email Application 

C. An import activity can be used in an automation created in Automation Studio 

D. The file for an import activity must be placed in a folder on a FTP site 

E. The file for an import activity can be on a desktop computer 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 6

Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) would like to evaluate which email content customers click most frequently. 

The emai team wants to track click behavior for all linked hero images using the naming convention 

"Hero_CTA." 

Which two different methods would ensure click behavior on these images if tracked with this naming 

convention? Choose 2 answers 

A. Include Hero_CTA1 In the filename for each Hero Image. 

B. Add "Hero_CTAn to the Tracking Alias field for each link. 

C. Include an alias attribute in each anchor tag and populate it with "Hero_CTA." 

D. Include "Hero_CTA" in the Link Tooltip field for each link. 
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Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 7

What are the key ways to improve email deliverability in email marketing? (Choose 4) 

A. Use double Opt-in to avoid getting blacklisted. 

B. Maintain a consistent "From Name" 

C. Double Check your Subject Line, don\\'t include RE:, FW:, Hello, Free, Special Offer, Text in all CAPS, and
exclamation points!!! 

D. Consider Subscriber engagement....send only to most engaged subscribers. 

E. Email sign-up on website. 

F. Use email templates 

Correct Answer: ABCD 

 

QUESTION 8

When importing data into marketing cloud the list detective is triggered for which of the following? 

A. Data Extenstions 

B. List Model 

C. Email Addresses 

D. Email Alias 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

A new marketing manager at Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) has been asked to evaluate whether to use HTML Emails
or Templates for weekly newsletter sends, which are created by a marketing coordinator with limited coding ability.
While NTO has HTML developers on staff, their time is not guaranteed on an ongoing basis. Which two characteristics
of Templates would benefit NTO when creating its weekly newsletter in Content Builder? Choose 2 answers 

A. Emails can be formatted for desktop and mobile without extra coding. 

B. One template can only be used for one email, maintaining brand standards. 

C. HTML developers are needed to build templates, but not emails. 

D. Templates provide the ability to create email messages using content blocks. 

Correct Answer: AD 
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QUESTION 10

Northern Trail Outfitters would like to use a File Drop Starting Source in Automation Studio to send shipping tracking
emails when orders are dispatched. A delimited text file containing all the data for the send will be uploaded to a
designated directory on the Enhanced SFTP Account, and the email should be sent to customers when the file transfer
has completed. What is the correct sequence of Activities for this File Drop Starting Source? 

A. Import File Activity > Send Email 

B. Import File Activity > File Transfer Activity > Send Email 

C. File Transfer Activity > Send Email 

D. File Transfer Activity > Import File Activity > Send Email 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

A marketer created dynamic content for an upcoming campaign that renders unique content based on 

subscriber attributes. The marketer would like to preview how each email will render for a given list of 

subscribers. 

How should the marketer proceed? 

A. Select the "Preview" tab within the Classic Content tool. 

B. Create a user-initiated email to send to the list of subscribers. 

C. Use the Test Send tool to trigger copies of the email. 

D. Using the Subscriber Preview tool, cycle through the list of subscribers. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

A marketer is updating a data extension by manually importing a file. The marketer wants to ensure only new records
are added to the data extension during the Import process. In which two ways should the data extension and import be
configured? Choose 2 answers 

A. Select the update type "Overwrite" 

B. Ensure the data extension has a Primary Key 

C. Select the update type "Add and Update" 

D. Select the update type "Add Only" 
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Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 13

A marketer wants to ensure that emails follow the basic brand guidelines. Which feature helps ensure emails have the
correct layout and logos? 

A. Email templates 

B. Preference Management 

C. Portfolio 

D. Data Extensions 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

Which strategy will improve email deliverability? (Choose 3) 

A. Purge old or inactive email addresses 

B. Purchase lists from companies that guarantee users have opted in 

C. Ensure the spam complaint rate is between 1% and 3% 

D. Authenticate email to distinguish it from spammers 

E. Encourage subscribers to add the company\\'s sending domain to their address books 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 15

List 3 unsubscription methods? 

A. One-Click Unsubscribe 

B. Survey 

C. Reply Email 

D. Subscription Center 

Correct Answer: ACD 
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